
$1M SPEAKER AGENCY COMMISSIONS
KEYNOTE COMMISSIONS

CORPORATE TRAINING COMMISSIONS
ORGANIZATIONAL CONSULTING COMMISSIONS



Dion Jensen as the Founder and CEO of The Lion Academy is a

Global Influencer, that lives his ethos of Trauma, Transition,

Evolution. He walked this journey initially as a Solider, Police

Officer and Close Protection Operative, culminating in creating

Success For Soldiers a global solution to PTSD and Suicide.

Moving people through and out of trauma, Dion was headhunted

into the corporate arena as the Regional Operations Manager for

Asia Pacific, managing countries. His ability to formulate solutions

to complex problems was put on show to the rest of the world, due

to his intimate understanding of people.

His leadership and management expertise, especially during crisis,

allowed his leadership modality #Crisisleadership to trend at Number

1. in the world on LinkedIn. His ability to increase engagement,

productivity and revenue made him extremely valuable in the

corporate world.

This caused him to evolve, becoming an inspirational speaker,

corporate trainer, and corporate consultant. When the pandemic

hit, Dion recognized that there needed to be a system at a global

level that could serve humanity with his solutions. So, he built The

Lion Academy, amassing a 7,000 user base organically. 

Now, he is on a specific mission to attack the spirit of suicide within

the Military, Law Enforcement and Emergency Services of the

world. He has designed a Speaking, Training and Organizational

Academy approach, the commissions of which are available to

Speaker Agencies. Increase your revenue and your reputation in the

marketplace by selling Dion Jensen - The Solution Speaker.

GLOBAL FOUNDER & CEO



w w w . d i o n j e n s e n . c o m

A NEW DAY HAS
DAWNED FOR

SPEAKER AGENCIES
An unprecedented opportunity has
presented itself to Speaker
Agencies if they understand the
psychosocial polycrisis that has
gripped our world. Speaker
Agencies that provide speakers
that are capable of effectively
implementing the content of their
speeches into organizations are the
most valuable speakers of the
future. And agencies deserve
commission for providing them.

TRAINING

Dion Jensen pays
30% commission of
his USD50,000
speaking fee to
Speaker Agencies
*USD15,000

KEYNOTE ORGANIZATIONAL

Dion Jensen pays
20% commission of
his USD100,000
training fee to
Speaker Agencies
*USD20,000

Dion Jensen pays
10% commission of
his USD10,000,000
academy fee to
Speaker Agencies
*USD1,000,000

*Maximum commission % of full fee




